We present a measurement of the anisotropic void-galaxy cross-correlation function in the CMASS galaxy sample of the BOSS DR12 data release. We perform a joint fit to the data for redshift space distortions (RSD) due to galaxy peculiar velocities and anisotropies due to the Alcock-Paczynski (AP) effect, for the first time using a velocity field reconstruction technique to remove the complicating effects of RSD in the void centre positions themselves. Fits to the void-galaxy function give a 1% measurement of the AP parameter combination DA(z)H(z)/c = 0.436 ± 0.005 at redshift z = 0.57, where DA is the angular diameter distance and H the Hubble parameter, exceeding the precision obtainable from baryon acoustic oscillations (BAO) by a factor of ∼ 3.5 and free of systematic errors. From voids alone we also obtain a 12% measure of the growth rate, f σ8(z = 0.57) = 0.050 ± 0.06. The parameter degeneracies are orthogonal to those obtained from galaxy clustering. Combining void information with that from BAO and galaxy RSD in the same CMASS sample, we measure DA(0.57)/rs = 9.36±0.07 (at 0.75% precision), H(0.57)rs = (14.03±0.16) 10 3 kms −1 Mpc −1 (1.1%) and f σ8 = 0.450 ± 0.019 (4.2%), consistent with cosmic microwave background (CMB) measurements from Planck. These represent a factor ∼ 2 improvement in precision over previous results through the inclusion of void information. Fitting a flat cosmological constant ΛCDM model to these results in combination with Planck CMB data, we find up to a 16% reduction in uncertainties on H0 and Ωm compared to use of the corresponding BOSS consensus values. Constraints on extended models with non-flat geometry and a dark energy of state that differs from w = −1 show an even greater improvement.
I. INTRODUCTION
An important observational tool in the current age of "precision cosmology" is measurement of the large-scale structure of the Universe at low redshifts from spectroscopic galaxy redshift surveys. Data from these surveys allow measurement of the expansion history (via the Hubble parameter H(z)), geometry (via the angular diameter distance D A (z)) and growth rate of structure as functions of redshift. These key quantities allow precise tests of the standard cosmological Λ Cold Dark Matter (ΛCDM) model based on a spatially flat Universe with cold dark matter and a cosmological constant dark energy, as well as of alternative models of dark energy, the possible breakdown on General Relativity on large scales, the neutrino mass scale and other important questions of modern physics.
The Alcock-Paczynski effect [1] provides a test of isotropy by comparing the observed tangential and lineof-sight dimensions of cosmological objects or large-scale clustering features. Where these objects are expected to be isotropic in the correct cosmological model, observed anisotropies may be attributed to the conversion of observed redshifts and angles to distance coordinates using the wrong assumed fiducial cosmological model. This is because distances tangential to the line of sight scale proportional to D A (z), and radial distances scale proportional to c/H(z). Equating radial and tangential scales of known isotropic objects determines the ratio F AP = D A (z)H(z)/c, which we refer to as the AlcockPaczynski parameter.
The baryon acoustic oscilation (BAO) feature in the galaxy clustering at large scales reveals a preferred length scale, the sound horizon r s at the baryon drag epoch [2, 3] , which provides a standard ruler. Because of the dependence on r s , by calibrating with data from the cosmic microwave background (CMB), galaxy survey-based measurements of the BAO scale can be tied to those from the last scattering surface. The angle-averaged measure of the BAO peak location constrains the combination (D s . The relative locations of the BAO peak observed along and transverse to the line-of-sight constrain F AP without any r s dependence [4] .
The peculiar velocities of galaxies caused by the growth of large-scale structure affect their measured redshifts and therefore imprint additional anisotropies in the galaxy clustering along the line-of-sight, an effect known as redshift-space distortions (RSD) [5] . Measurement of RSD can be used to deduce the growth rate, parameterized by f (z)σ 8 (z) [6] . The RSD and Alcock-Paczynski effects are however coupled [7, 8] and therefore difficult to separate in the broadband part of the galaxy power spectrum below the BAO scale. Nevertheless, observations of BAO and the redshift-space clustering have provided the best cosmological measurements of f (z)σ 8 (z), D A (z) and H(z) from several galaxy surveys so far [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
The anisotropic galaxy distribution around cosmic voids can also be used as an Alcock-Paczynski test [17] , and to measure the growth rate [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . As voids are regions of low density, if the void is large enough to dominate over environmental effects from nearby structures, the average galaxy velocity in the void vicinity is directed outwards from the void centre. This causes a distortion of the cross-correlation of void centres and galaxy positions determined in redshift-space, comprising a stretching of the underdense void interior along the line of sight, and a squashing effect at the overdense void walls. In contrast to galaxy cluster regions, the density contrasts within large voids are milder, so the coupling between galaxy velocities and the mass distribution is adequately described by linear dynamics [25, 29] .
In this paper we present a joint analysis of the RSD and Alcock-Paczynski effects in the void-galaxy crosscorrelation measured in the CMASS galaxy catalogue in the twelfth data release (DR12; [30] ) of the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS; [31] ) of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey III (SDSS-III; [32] ), which is still currently the premier spectroscopic galaxy dataset for large-scale structure analyses. The distribution of galaxies around voids in various datasets has previously been used to perform void Alcock-Paczynski tests without accounting for RSD [33, 34] , and void RSD analyses without accounting for the Alcock-Paczynski effect [18, [22] [23] [24] 28] . Ref. [20] performed a joint RSD-AP analysis using an earlier BOSS data release than that used in this work (see also [27] for a discussion of joint analyses using simulation data).
We perform our joint analysis using a multipole decomposition of the void-galaxy correlation in configuration space. Recent theoretical advances in modelling these multipoles [21, 25, 26] have been shown to provide an accurate description of the cross-correlation in redshift space on all scales. The description of these multipole moments uses linear perturbation theory dynamics and a convolution due to dispersion in galaxy velocities around the coherent mean outflow [25] . However, a significant complication has been noted, arising from additional unmodelled RSD terms due to the motion of void centres themselves [25, 26, 35] . This work is the first to make use of the large-scale velocity field reconstruction technique to remove the effects of void centre motions as proposed in Ref. [26] .
After finding void centres in the post-reconstruction density field, we consider the unreconstructed redshiftspace galaxy positions around these locations. The RSD model applied to describe distortions due to galaxy velocities is sufficiently accurate that any residual observed anisotropies can be used to test the Alcock-Paczynski effect. Unlike BAO, the intrinsic size of voids cannot be easily modelled, so we cannot use them as an absolute ruler. However, assuming statistical isotropy their average shape should be spherically symmetric, so they can be used to measure F AP . For this parameter we show that they provide a ∼ 1% constraint, tighter than that obtained from BAO by a factor of ∼ 3.5.
As a result, we find that measurement of the voidgalaxy correlation provides highly complementary information to that available from standard galaxy clustering techniques, with likelihoods spanning orthogonal degeneracy directions in parameter space. We show that combining this information with that from BAO and galaxy RSD techniques applied to the same CMASS data sample [36] [37] [38] leads to a factor ∼ 2 gain in precision in the measurement of f σ 8 (z), D A (z) and H(z) over the previous best results, equivalent to a dramatic increase in the effective survey volume but without requiring any new data or observational time. We explore the consequences of this for cosmological model parameter determination in combination with CMB data from Planck [39] and show that the addition of void information from CMASS leads to significant improvement in model constraints over those obtained from the final BOSS DR12 results [16] , both in the base ΛCDM model and extensions of it. Our measurements are fully consistent with the standard ΛCDM model. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the details of the BOSS galaxy data, as well as the simulations and mock catalogues used for calibration of our method, estimating covariances and testing for systematics. Section III describes the methods used for velocity field reconstruction and void-finding to create the void catalogue used in the measurement. Section IV reviews the theoretical modelling. Section V describes the likelihood analysis and Section VI presents the results of fitting to the void-galaxy correlation. Section VII describes the combination of void results with those from BAO and galaxy clustering to obtain joint constraints, and Section VIII explores the effect on cosmological model parameters. Finally we conclude in Section IX.
II. DATA A. BOSS galaxy sample
We use data from the twelfth and final data release (DR12) of BOSS [31] . BOSS collected optical spectra for over 1.5 million targets covering nearly 10,000 deg 2 of the sky in two hemispheres, referred to as the North and South galactic caps (NGC and SGC respectively). Large-scale structure catalogues were created from the BOSS dataset using target selection algorithms detailed in [40] . We use the CMASS galaxy catalogue, which is based on colour-magnitude cuts designed to select massive galaxies in a narrow range of stellar mass and in the redshift range 0.4 z 0.7. These galaxies are biased tracers of the matter distribution, with a bias of b ∼ 2. This CMASS sample has also been used in other galaxy clustering analyses [36] [37] [38] .
A second LOWZ catalogue is also available, designed to target luminous red galaxies up to redshift of z ∼ 0.4. The LOWZ catalogue has a significantly smaller volume than CMASS, as well as a more complex sky footprint due to vetoed regions following target selection changes during the observing run [40] . This results in a much smaller number of voids and therefore much weaker constraints from the analyses described below, so we restrict our attention to CMASS for simplicity. The final BOSS 'consensus' cosmological analysis [16] used a combined data sample of both CMASS and LOWZ galaxies, which represents the optimal dataset. However, the changes in sky footprint between LOWZ and CMASS complicate the application of the void-finding algorithm described in Section III B to the combined dataset; we leave a solution of this problem to future work and restrict ourselves to the CMASS sample for simplicity. In Sections VI and VII we show that our analysis of CMASS alone already allows a large gain in information compared to the consensus analysis from the combined dataset.
To the CMASS galaxy catalogue we apply further redshift cuts 0.4 < z < 0.73 to remove regions of low observed galaxy density at high and low redshifts. This also removes a small number of redshift failures, in which galaxies have been incorrectly assigned redshifts z ∼ 0.
For reconstruction and estimation of the correlation function we make use of random catalogues included in the public BOSS data release. These randoms capture the survey window, selection function and systematic effects, and contain 50 times as many points as the CMASS galaxies.
B. Mock galaxy catalogues
To estimate the covariance matrix and test our methods we use a suite of 1000 mock galaxy catalogues created for the DR12 data using the MD-Patchy algorithm [41] , and designed to match the clustering and observational systematics of the CMASS sample. These mocks were created using the PATCHY approximate simulation lightcones based on augmented Lagrangian perturbation theory (ALPT) [42] , with mock galaxies placed within dark matter haloes using a halo abundance matching algorithm trained [43] on a reference full N-body simulation from the Big MultiDark suite [44] . Masks are applied to mimic the survey footprint and selection effects for the CMASS data.
For reasons of computational speed, the Patchy simulations are based on an approximate gravity solver that does not correctly capture the true gravitational evolution on all scales. In particular, second-order Lagrangian perturbation theory by itself cannot fully reproduce the true halo or galaxy velocities. The ALPT algorithm therefore adds a (quasi) virialized velocity component sampled from a Gaussian distribution with two free parameters (for details, see [41, 45] ). These parameters are adjusted empirically in order to match the redshift-space monopole and quadrupole of the galaxy clustering in the BOSS DR12 data. A close matching of these primary observables is achieved, however the possibility of residual small differences in other observables, that were not used for the matching, remains. In particular, we note that the BOSS consensus analysis uses different values of the fiducial linear bias parameter b in analysis of BOSS DR12 data and the MD-Patchy mocks [16] . We return to this topic in Section VI B.
C. N -body mocks
In addition to the MD-Patchy approximate mock catalogues, we also make use of mock galaxy catalogues in true N -body simulations. The first of these is the Big MultiDark simulation [44] , which evolved 3840 3 dark matter particles in a box of side 2.5 h −1 Gpc using cosmological parameters Ω m = 0.307, Ω b = 0.0482, Ω Λ = 0.693, n s = 0.96, σ 8 = 0.8228 and h = 0.6777. The particle mass resolution of the simulation is 2.359 × 10 10 M /h, so halos of mass ∼ 2 × 10 12 M /h are wellresolved (∼ 100 dark matter particles or more). We use the halo catalogue from this simulation at redshift z = 0.52 and populate it with mock galaxies using a 5-parameter halo occupation distribution (HOD) model [46] with parameters fitted to match the observed clustering of CMASS galaxies [47] . This snapshot redshift is very close to the effective redshift of the CMASS data, z = 0.57, and the small difference is corrected for below.
Our model for the void-galaxy cross-correlation has previously been extensively tested using this mock galaxy sample in the full cubic simulation box with periodic boundary conditions [25, 26] . To account for survey edge effects, we create a single 'CMASS-like' mock catalogue from this cubic box. This is achieved by reshaping the box as described in Ref. [47] and using two observer positions to create approximate mock catalogues matching both the NGC and SGC samples from the box, with minimal overlap. The angular and redshift selection functions of the galaxies in these mock samples are matched to those of the DR12 data. In the following, this mock catalogue is referred to as the BigMD mock.
In addition to this, to investigate the differences in void properties with cosmology and in particular the degeneracy of the growth rate with σ 8 , we also ran five separate smaller N -body simulations with σ 8 = 0.75, 0.80, 0.83 and 0.90 in cubic boxes of side 1.5 h −1 Gpc. The other cosmological parameters were taken to be the same as for the Big MultiDark simulation. We use halo catalogues within each of these simulations at redshifts z = 0, z = 0.42 and z = 0.66 to create mock galaxy catalogues using the HOD prescription. The primary factors affecting the size and number of voids found in any galaxy sample are the mean galaxy number density and the amplitude of the galaxy clustering (or the linear galaxy bias) [48, 49] , and both of these quantities are empirically already very well constrained for the CMASS sample. In each simulation and at each redshift, we therefore adjust the parameters of the HOD model via a minimization procedure in order to match the values of n(z) and the galaxy power spectrum amplitude on linear scales to those of the CMASS sample to within 1%. This ensures that we can isolate those differences in the void properties between these samples that are due to differences in σ 8 and the redshift evolution of the dark matter density field.
III. VOID CATALOGUE CONSTRUCTION
Throughout the following Section and in the rest of the paper, we assume a fiducial flat ΛCDM cosmological model with Ω m = 0.308 and h = 0.6736 in order to convert observed galaxy redshifts to radial distances. Possible differences from this fiducial model are accounted for in Section IV B.
A. Reconstructing real-space void positions
As explained below in Section IV, all theoretical models of the void-galaxy correlation depend on assumptions about void properties that are not satisfied if the voids are directly identified in the redshift-space galaxy distribution. To overcome this, we use the method proposed in Ref. [26] to reconstruct the approximate real-space galaxy positions by removing the effects of large-scale velocity flows before performing the void-finding. This is closely related to BAO reconstruction [50] . Here we briefly recap this procedure.
The Eulerian galaxy position x at time t is related to its initial Lagrangian position q by a displacement field Ψ: x(q, t) = q + Ψ(q, t). Ψ is determined by the equation [51] 
where f is the growth rate, b is the galaxy bias, and δ g is the observed galaxy overdensity field in redshift space. Given the full solution Ψ to equation 1, the component of it due to distortions to the observed redshifts by galaxy peculiar velocities alone is Ψ RSD = −f (Ψ ·r)r. Therefore by solving for Ψ RSD and shifting individual galaxy positions by −Ψ RSD (x) we can move them from observed redshift space to real space and obtain the (approximate) real-space galaxy distribution. Note that the final step differs from that used in postreconstruction BAO analyses, in which galaxy positions are shifted by the full −Ψ rather than only its RSD component. This is because BAO analyses seek to undo the effects of non-linear clustering in order to sharpen the BAO peak [50] , whereas we are only interested in removing RSD. A corollary is that our reconstruction procedure is only sensitive to the value of β = f /b rather than the parameters f and b individually.
Practical implementation of the reconstruction step is performed using the public code REVOLVER (REal -FIG. 1 . The radial selection function for CMASS galaxies used for void-finding (blue). This selection function varies strongly with redshift due to the BOSS target selection algorithm, so CMASS is not a volume-limited survey. The green histogram shows the resultant selection function for voids in broader redshift bins (shown here for a reference catalogue obtained using β = 0.4 for the reconstruction). The void distribution is relatively uniform in redshift due to the use of systematic weights to correct for the galaxy selection effects, as described in the text. Void numbers fall sharply close to upper and lower redshift extents of the survey due to the removal of edge-contamination effects.
space VOid Locations from surVEy Reconstruction) 1 , which also subsequently performs the void-finding step described below in Section III B. REVOLVER solves equation 1 using an iterative fast Fourier transform procedure [52, 53] operating on the density field on a grid. For numerical efficiency, the grid size is chosen to be 512 3 , as in the BOSS post-reconstruction analyses [16] . For the CMASS sample, this means that the size of each grid cell is ∼ 6 h −1 Mpc. We determine the galaxy density on the grid from the redshift-space galaxy positions using a weighted cloud-in-cell interpolation scheme accounting for completeness, fibre collisions, systematic and FKP weights [54] provided for the CMASS data, and normalize this to obtain the overdensity δ g using the BOSS random catalogues that capture the survey mask, selection and systematic effects. This δ g is smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of width R s in order to remove sensitivity to small-scale density modes for which the Zeldovich approximation in equation 1 breaks down. The smoothing scale R s = 10 h −1 Mpc was previously determined to be optimal for the purpose of void-galaxy correlation measurements [26] ; however, we checked that taking R s = 15 h −1 Mpc as used in the BOSS analysis [16, 55] does not affect our results.
B. Void-finding
The reconstruction step is always performed before void-finding; void-finding is only performed on the reconstructed real-space galaxy positions. As the reconstruction results depend on β, both reconstruction and void-finding steps are repeated for each value of β to be tested. While reconstruction is performed on all galaxies in the redshift range 0.4 < z < 0.73, to avoid problems with velocity field reconstruction very close to the survey edges and from galaxies being shifted in or out of these sharp redshift cuts, void-finding is performed on a more conservative sample with redshifts 0.43 < z < 0.7 after reconstruction.
Void-finding is performed by REVOLVER using a watershed void-finding algorithm adapted from the ZOBOV (ZOnes Bordering On Voidness) code [56] . This algorithm works on the following principle. The local galaxy number density is estimated from the discrete galaxy distribution using a Voronoi Tessellation Field Estimator (VTFE) method: a Voronoi tessellation of the survey volume is performed, with each Voronoi cell being associated with a single galaxy, and the local number density is estimated from the inverse volume of each Voronoi cell normalized by the mean. This method effectively uses an adaptive scaling and is therefore more robust to Poisson noise effects. In the VTFE estimated density field the algorithm identifies local density minima as the sites of voids, and the watershed basin region around these minima determine the void extents. Following previous works [48, 49, [57] [58] [59] we define each individual density basin as a distinct void, without any additional merging of neighbouring regions.
Application of the VTFE density estimation to nonuniform survey regions requires additional corrections [49, 56, 60, 61] . If uncorrected, the tessellation would assign arbitrarily low densities to galaxies close to unsurveyed regions. To avoid this, a set of fake 'buffer' particles at 10 times the galaxy mean density is placed outside the survey edges and within holes in the mask to terminate the tessellation. Density estimates from the Voronoi cells associated with these buffer particles and any galaxies adjacent to them in the tessellation are identified and removed before the watershed stage (for details, see [49, 61] ). VTFE density estimates are also corrected to account for the non-uniform selection function and angular completeness of the CMASS sample by applying weights [49, 56] . This results in a close to uniform redshift distribution of voids ( Figure 1 ). The angular distribution of voids on the sky is also close to uniform. 'Zones of avoidance' with no voids are present close to holes in the survey mask and at the upper and lower redshift extents of the survey, where density estimates potentially corrupted by the buffer particles have been removed.
For each void, we take the void centre to be the centre of the largest sphere completely empty of galaxies that can be inscribed in it [48] . This has been shown to be a more robust estimate of the location of the true dark matter density minimum [48, 49, 59 ], but REVOLVER also provides alternative definitions of the void centre for comparison purposes. The effects of void centre choice were explored in Ref. [25] : choosing a different definition does not alter the validity of the RSD model described in Section IV below. The model also makes no reference to the specific void-finding algorithm, and is therefore generally applicable to any alternative void definitions as well, as long as the minimal assumptions are satisfied. However, measurement precision and the ability to resolve features in the cross-correlation multipoles can be affected by different choices for the void catalogue construction.
We determine an effective spherical radius for each void, R v = (3V /4π) 1/3 , where V is the total volume of all Voronoi cells in the basin. For the cross-correlation measurement, we only include the largest 50% of all obtained voids, as the RSD model is not expected to be valid for small voids where galaxy velocities are dominated by environmental effects [25] . Cutting voids below the median R v is equivalent to selecting R v 38 h −1 Mpc; however, the exact numerical value of the cut on R v has a slight dependence on β, as recovered void properties depend slightly on the reconstruction step [26] . For β = 0.4, the full void catalogue contains almost 8000 voids in the DR12 CMASS data across both NGC and SGC, so crosscorrelation measurements are performed with ∼ 4000 voids. The void size distribution peaks near the median R v and drops off sharply at values R v 60 h −1 Mpc, so the mean effective radius of all voids included in the cross-correlation measurements is 52 h −1 Mpc. The same procedure, including both reconstruction and void-finding steps, is applied to each of the MDPatchy mocks to obtain mock void catalogues, and to the mock galaxy samples in the N -body simulations described in Section II C.
IV. THEORY A. The void-galaxy cross-correlation
We use the theoretical model for RSD in the voidgalaxy cross-correlation developed in Refs. [25, 26] and briefly reviewed below. We denote the cross-correlation with galaxy positions in real space by ξ r and in redshiftspace by ξ s . The real-and redshift-space void-galaxy separation vectors are denoted r and s respectively. We make the crucial assumption that the mapping r → s from real to redshift space depends only on the galaxy velocities v g , i.e. that the void centre positions do not move, V v = 0. This gives
where X is the vector from the observer to the void centre, a = 1/(1 + z) and H = H(z) is the Hubble rate at redshift z. The large correction shows that the series is not converged at O(δ). The black curve shows the quadrupole when including velocity dispersion effects, equation 7, which gives corrections important for precision fits. All theory curves are calculated for representative inputs for CMASS voids, calibrated on simulation as in Section IV C, and for α ⊥ = α || = 1.
As has been previously noted [26] , this assumption of stationary void centre positions is common to all current theoretical models of the void-galaxy correlation in redshift space, but it is known to be invalid if voids are identified directly using redshift-space galaxy positions [25, 26, 35, 62] . This problem necessitates the use of the reconstruction method described above in Section III A, which effectively recovers the real-space void positions.
Under the further assumptions that galaxy velocities around the void centre are determined by linear dynamics, depend only on the void itself rather than other structures in the environment, and show spherical symmetry around the void centre, we may write [21, 25, 26, 29, 63] 
where ∆(r) is the average mass density contrast within radius r of the void centre,
with δ(r) the (isotropic) average mass density profile of the void. f = d ln D/d ln a, with D the growth factor and a the scale factor, is the linear growth rate of density perturbations. We note in passing that if the reconstruction step to remove void centre motions described in Section III A is not performed, the assumption of spherical symmetry of the velocity profiles is also invalid, as voids are preferentially found in regions with larger outflow velocities along the line-of-sight direction [26] . The conservation of void-galaxy pairs, together with equations 2, 3 and 4, gives the relation [25] 
) and so on. Several previous works on the void-galaxy correlation [21, 22, 28] have used a model equivalent to truncating the expansion of equation 5 at O(δ), but this in general severely limits the range of scales over which the model is valid, due to large corrections within the void radius when the O(ξ r δ) terms are included [25] . We show this explicitly in Figure 2 . For the voids considered in this work, O(δ 2 ) terms are always negligible. Expanding equation 5 to the correct order gives the expression
for the 'base' theory model for ξ s . This base model is extended to account for dispersion in line-of-sight galaxy velocities v || via the convolution
where s || = sµ and s ⊥ = s 1 − µ 2 are the components of the vector s parallel and perpendicular to the line of sight respectively, r is the real-space void-galaxy separation distance
and σ v || (r) is a position-dependent dispersion whose form is to be specified.
The calculation of the full model ξ s,th (s, µ) thus requires specification of three functions in real space, namely ξ r (r), δ(r) and σ v || (r), that are not known a priori. These functions are obtained by calibration with simulation results, as described below in Section IV C.
We note that in equations 6 and 7, the growth rate appears only as the product f δ(r) and f ∆(r). As discussed in Section IV C, the amplitude of the void density profile δ(r) is directly proportional to σ 8 (z) and therefore the theory model depends on the degenerate combination f (z)σ 8 (z).
For comparison with data, we decompose the correlation function into Legendre multipoles ξ (s), given by
where L (µ) is the Legendre polynomial of order . Equations 6 and 7 mean that the only non-zero multipoles of the model are the monopole and quadrupole, = 0, 2. Note also that the assumption of statistical isotropy means that for the real-space correlation ξ r (r) = ξ r 0 (r).
B. Parametrizing distance scales
Differences between the fiducial model we have adopted for our analysis and the true cosmology will introduce additional anisotropic Alcock-Paczynski distortions by altering distances perpendicular to the line of sight and parallel to it. To parametrize this, we define the dimensionless ratios
to describe shifts perpendicular and parallel to the line of sight.
To account for the fact that the 3-dimensional correlation function ξ s is measured based on void-galaxy pair separations s fid in the fiducial cosmological model, we rescale this function using α ⊥ and α || as
In addition to this, the real-space correlation function ξ r (r) used as an input to the theory calculation is also determined from the MD-Patchy mocks in which redshifts are converted to distances at a fixed cosmology, as described in Section IV C below. As distances in the real Universe may differ from these, we allow an additional rescaling of the real-space distances measured in the mocks, r fid , by integrating over angles
and take ξ r (r) = ξ r,fid (r fid ) when calculating model predictions using equations 6 and 7. This second rescaling is equivalent to asserting that the absolute void size is not known independent of cosmology. Allowing this freedom weakens the constraints on the angle-averaged parameter combination α ≡ α . This is in contrast to measurements of the shift of the BAO peak position: the sound horizon at the drag epoch can be predicted from CMB observations, so measurement of the BAO peak location in the galaxy clustering monopole can be used to tightly constrain the angle-averaged combination α.
On the other hand, the redshift-space void-galaxy quadrupole ξ s 2 (s) is strongly sensitive to the ratio of the Alcock-Paczynski parameters, ≡ α ⊥ /α || , and only weakly sensitive to α. This is shown in Figure 3 . As the RSD model described above provides a very good description of the observed ξ s 2 (s) in simulations in which the fiducial cosmology is known and α ⊥ = α || = 1 [25, 26] , deviations from this model prediction therefore constrain , and, to a lesser extent, α. Figure 4 shows the corresponding changes when α ⊥ = α || = 1 are fixed but the growth rate f σ 8 is allowed to vary over a wide range. Comparison of Figures 3 and 4 shows both why the quadrupole is much more sensitive to the ratio than to f σ 8 , and why the constraints on f σ 8 and discussed in Section VII are essentially independent of each other.
C. Calibration with simulation
As discussed in Section IV, the full theoretical model for the observed multipoles of the redshift-space voidgalaxy correlation requires the specification of three functions that are not known a priori : ξ r (r), δ(r) and σ v || (r).
2 Here we describe how these are obtained from calibration with simulations. We note that of these three functions, the model predictions are most strongly sensitive to ξ r (r), which determines the leading order term in equation 6, and only very weakly dependent on the specific shape of σ v || (r).
To determine ξ r (r) we use the MD-Patchy mocks. For each of the 1000 mocks, we run the reconstruction and create the void catalogue using the REVOLVER code exactly as done for the data sample. We then measure the real-space monopole ξ r,i 0 (r) for the ith mock by cross-correlating the void centre positions with the reconstructed real-space galaxy positions. We determine the average of these mock monopoles, ξ r 0 (r), and use this average to estimate the underlying real-space monopole:
Here we have added the superscript fid to indicate that the mock monopoles are measured using distances calculated in the fiducial cosmological model. This fiducial monopole is rescaled using the Alcock-Paczynski parameters as described above to account for differences in cosmology. Note that as the reconstruction depends on parameter β = f /b, there is an implicit β-dependence in this quantity, ξ r (r) = ξ r (r; β). We therefore recalculate ξ r at each value of β as done for the redshift-space correlation function.
We note that ξ r could alternatively be calibrated on results from N -body simulations rather than the MDPatchy mocks. The use of MD-Patchy mocks is preferable, however, as the survey systematic effects of the CMASS data have all been carefully included, and the volume increase due to the use of 1000 mocks greatly reduces measurement noise in the cross-correlation. ξ should in general not be determined directly from the data, as measurement errors in ξ r and ξ s could then be highly correlated, which will propagate through to the likelihood fits and manifest as an unreasonably small χ 2 . The void matter density profile δ(r) and the velocity dispersion profile σ v || (r) are matched to those seen in full N -body simulations for accuracy, and because this infor- The simulations had the same initial conditions and all other parameters were held fixed. The HOD parameters were adjusted to obtain the same mean galaxy number density and clustering amplitude for all samples, matching those of the CMASS galaxies to within 1%. This isolates profile changes that are due to differences in cosmology and redshift only. Curves shown are for voids larger than the median in each case. Bottom row : The same δ(r) profiles with amplitudes rescaled in proportion to the σ8 value for each simulation, as expected in linear theory.
mation is not available in the MD-Patchy mocks. Specifically, we use the BigMD mock CMASS galaxy sample described in Section II C. To this mock galaxy sample we apply the REVOLVER algorithm described in Section III to obtain a void catalogue. This void catalogue is cut based on the median void radius exactly as done for the data. Note that the void catalogue is created using the CMASS-like mocks incorporating the survey geometry: this is important because survey edge effects change the void size distribution in this case from that seen in cubic simulation boxes [49] .
We then we measure the fiducial stacked average dark matter density profile δ fid (r) for these voids using the simulation snapshot information. As for cross-correlation measurements with galaxies, we do not rescale distances by void size, thus effectively weighting each void equally [25] . The scale r is the amplitude of the real-space separation vector, which is known exactly in the simulation, and the superscript fid is again used to indicate that this is the density profile in the fiducial BigMD cosmology. For the same voids, we use the velocities of the mock galaxies to measure the stacked average velocity dispersion profile σ fid v || (r). For the theory calculation, wherever δ(r) and σ v || (r) are required, we use interpolating functions derived from these measured fiducial profiles. However, as the fiducial profiles have only been measured in the BigMD simulation, we also allow for variation in these profiles with differences in cosmology. This is done in two ways: changing the amplitude of the profiles, and changing their shape.
In linear theory, the amplitude of the matter density profile δ(r) scales in proportion to the overall amplitude of the matter density perturbations parametrized by σ 8 (z). This implies that at a given redshift z,
where σ Figure 6 shows the measured density profiles for voids in these simulations at different redshifts, which can be seen to be appreciably different. The lower panel shows the density profiles rescaled in proportion to the simulation σ 8 values: in this case the recovered profiles are practically indistinguishable except at the void centre itself, and especially so at higher redshifts where the effects of non-linear structure growth are smaller. This justifies the use of the scaling in equation 14. The dependence of the model for δ(r) on σ 8 leads to equation 7 having a degeneracy between f and σ 8 that matches that inherent in RSD measurements of the galaxy-galaxy clustering.
On the other hand, the amplitude of the velocity dispersion profile, while also expected to be cosmologydependent, is not so simple to predict from theory considerations. Instead for generality we allow it to vary freely, parametrized by a free parameter σ v , which rescales the normalized profile shown in Figure 5 .
The
. This is again equivalent to asserting that the absolute void size cannot be known independent of an assumed cosmological model to calculate distances. In principle, the void size and thus profile shapes could also depend on other cosmological parameters, such as σ 8 . However in practice this variation is very small if the mean galaxy number density and clustering amplitude are required to be close to the observed CMASS values (see, e.g. Figure 6 ), and therefore can safely be ignored.
V. LIKELIHOOD ANALYSIS

A. Cross-correlation measurement
We measure the cross-correlation between the void centre positions and galaxies in redshift space as a function of the void-galaxy separation distance s and the cosine of the angle of the separation vector to the line-of-sight direction, µ, using the Landy-Szalay estimator [64] :
where D 1 refers to the void centre positions, D 2 to the galaxies, R 1 and R 2 to the corresponding sets of random points, and each pair XY refers to the number of pairs for the given populations in the (s, µ) separation bin, normalized by the effective total number N X N Y of such pairs. We measure ξ s (s, µ) in 80 equal bins of 0 ≤ µ ≤ 1 and 30 equal radial bins 0 < s < 120 h −1 Mpc; note that we do not rescale distances based on apparent void size. We did not observe any significant difference between the cross-correlations measured in the NGC and SGC subsamples, so we combine pair counts in both galactic caps to estimate the final correlation functions.
The galaxy randoms R 2 used in equation 15 are provided by BOSS in the public DR12 data. These randoms contain 50 times as many points as the galaxies, and accurately represent the survey mask, completeness and selection effects. As the void distribution does not match that of the galaxies we create a new set of void randoms R 1 . To do this we use the stacked sky distribution of voids in all 1000 MD-Patchy mock samples to determine the angular and redshift selection functions for voids. We then applied these selection functions to a Poisson point set to create a random sample R 1 containing 50 times as many points as the number of voids in the data.
We decompose ξ(s, µ) into monopole ξ s 0 (s) and quadrupole ξ s 2 (s) components using equation 9, and combine these into a single data vector ξ s ≡ (ξ s 0 , ξ s 2 ) with 60 entries. Each time the reconstruction step is repeated with different values of β = f /b, the resultant void catalogue from REVOLVER is altered so we repeat the crosscorrelation measurement. Thus the data vector is a function of β, ξ s = ξ s (β). For the MD-Patchy mocks, we also measure the realspace correlation monopole ξ r 0 in the same way and using the same void centres, but with the galaxy positions taken in real space after reconstruction. This quantity also has an implicit dependence on β via the reconstruction step, so is remeasured for each value of β.
B. Covariance matrix estimation
We estimate the covariance matrix for our measurement using the MD-Patchy mocks. We measure the data vector ξ s ≡ (ξ s 0 , ξ s 2 ) for each of the MD-Patchy mocks, and construct the covariance matrix for the individual bin measurements as
where k is the MD-Patchy mock index, N = 1000 and ξ k is the mean data vector over the mocks. As the data vector depends on β via the reconstruction, so in principle does the covariance matrix. In practice this dependence is quite weak, but we nevertheless account for it as described below.
C. MCMC fits
The theory model for ξ s outlined in Section IV above depends explicitly on four parameters: f σ 8 , σ v , α ⊥ and α || . It has a further implicit dependence on β = f /b coming because the real-space monopole ξ r (r) used in the calculation is determined from the MD-Patchy mocks after reconstruction and thus depends on β. The data vector ξ s depends on β, and so does the covariance matrix,
The full parameter space of the model is therefore 5-dimensional. If these parameters are represented as f σ 8 , β, σ v , α ⊥ , α || , the growth rate f appears twice in different combinations. On the other hand, we are not concerned in this work with measuring the galaxy bias b and so will treat it as a nuisance parameter. For convenience we therefore represent the 5 parameters as f σ 8 , bσ 8 , σ v , α ⊥ , α || instead, using the trivial conversion β = f σ 8 /bσ 8 . Of these, the three parameters of key cosmological interest are f σ 8 , α ⊥ and α || , with bσ 8 and σ v being regarded as pure nuisance parameters that are always marginalized over in quoting the final results.
We use broad uninformative priors and explore the likelihood over parameter space using Monte-Carlo Markov chains implemented via the emcee package [65] . In principle, every time f σ 8 and bσ 8 are changed along the chain, the data vector and covariance matrix should be reevaluated. To make this process computationally feasible, we speed up the likelihood evaluation by using an interpolation scheme. We perform the reconstruction, void-finding and cross-correlation steps for the CMASS data and each of the MD-Patchy mocks for 30 values on a grid in the range 0.16 < β < 0.65. We use the values of ξ s , ξ r (r) and C ij determined on the grid to build spline interpolations which we use to estimate ξ s (β), ξ r (r; β) and C ij (β) at all intermediate points. We tested the accuracy of this scheme by comparing the interpolated values to those directly evaluated on a finer grid and found that in all cases the differences introduced by interpolation were much smaller than measurement errors.
As the covariance matrix is estimated from a finite number of mocks, we calculate the likelihood for the model fits to the data following the prescription of Sellentin & Heavens [66] . That is, for each step in the chain we calculate
and take the log-likelihood to be
where N = 1000 is the number of MD-Patchy mocks. The chains are run until they are at least 50 times longer than the estimated autocorrelation length to ensure convergence.
VI. RESULTS
A. Model fits
The theoretical model we have adopted provides an exceedingly good description of the measured redshift-space void-galaxy correlation. Figure 8 shows a comparison between the measured multipoles and the model predictions for the maximum likelihood point in parameter space found through the MCMC analysis. The chi-squared value for this fit is χ 2 = 53.6 for (60 − 5) degrees of freedom. Marginalized 2D parameter constraints and degeneracies calculated from the chains are shown in Figure  9 It is clear from Figure 9 that there is a very strong degeneracy between the parameters α ⊥ and α || . The direction of this degeneracy arises because of the sensitivity of our measurement to the Alcock-Paczynski ratio = α ⊥ /α || , which is in turn due to our ability to both precisely measure and model the quadrupole ξ s 2 , as discussed in Section IV B. Note that the quadrupole constraints come primarily from scales in the range 15 s 60 h −1 Mpc. On the other hand, because we treat the absolute void size as unknown, we cannot use the monopole measurement as a standard ruler, and therefore obtain much weaker constraints on the angle-average combina-
|| . This is the reverse of the usual case for constraints obtained from the BAO peak location in galaxy clustering.
We convert the results for α ⊥ and α || into constraints on the physical quantities D A (z) and H(z) using equation 10. The fits to data give a very tight, ∼ 1%, constraint on the combination F AP = D A (z)H(z)/c = 0.436 ± 0.005 at the effective redshift z = 0.57 of the CMASS sample. This constraint is a factor of ∼ 3.5 tighter than that obtained from BAO measurement using the same CMASS data, F AP = 0.463±0.017 [36, 37] . 3 As discussed in more detail in Section VII below, the measurement of F AP is crucially not degenerate with that of the growth rate, f σ 8 , which allows information to be gained by combining voids with BAO and galaxy fullshape analyses. 
B. Tests for systematics
We use the MD-Patchy mock samples to test our analysis method for systematic errors. For each of the 1000 mocks, we apply exactly the same reconstruction, voidfinding and cross-correlation measurement pipeline as used for the CMASS data. We then explore the likelihood surface to find the global maximum likelihood (ML) point for each mock, to check the distribution of these points against the statistical errors obtained from the MCMC analysis of the data. We find the ML points using a combination of local χ 2 minimization and random perturbation of the starting coordinates in parameter space, in an iterative procedure implemented using the basinhopping algorithm [67] .
The resulting ML values for parameters of cosmological interest are shown in Figure 10 together with the CMASS result. The scatter in the mock results in consistent with the mean values and the statistical errors derived from the MCMC analysis of CMASS data. The mean value of the Alcock-Paczynski ratio derived from the mocks is = 0.9998 ± 0.0004 (68% c.l. error in the mean), indicative of no systematic bias in the determination of or F AP . As discussed below in Section VII, this is the key quantity that drives the cosmological constraints we obtain from the void analysis.
However, the mean value of f σ 8 obtained from the mocks is f σ 8 = 0.445, which is biased low compared to the fiducial value f σ 8 = 0.48 for the MD-Patchy cosmology. No such bias was observed when fitting the void RSD model to mocks derived from full N -body simulations [26] . The reason for this systematic offset therefore appears to be due to a small imperfection of the MD-Patchy mocks, which do not perfectly reproduce the void-galaxy quadrupole seen in the CMASS data. In Figure 11 we show the measured quadrupole for the data and the mocks, when both are measured using the same fiducial growth rate f (z = 0.57) = 0.78 for the reconstruction step. A small but statistically significant offset is seen in the range 20 < s < 40 h −1 Mpc (there is no such difference in the monopole, which for simplicity we do not show). We note in this context that the MD-Patchy mocks are created using the approximate ALPT simulation method, and therefore do not automatically capture the correct dynamics on small scales. In order to match the RSD properties of the CMASS data, velocities in the MD-Patchy mocks have been tuned by adjusting two free parameters. This matching has been carried out by comparing to only two observables from the CMASS data, namely the redshift-space monopole and quadrupole of the galaxy correlation, and so observables such the voidgalaxy quadrupole which were not used for matching are not guaranteed to be exactly reproduced. It is also worth pointing out that the matching in the galaxy correlation between CMASS data and the MD-Patchy mocks is only achieved at the expense of a different fiducial bias value: the final BOSS analysis uses b CMASS = 1.85 and b Patchy = 2.10 [16] . This suggests that the mocks cannot exactly capture the underlying physics entirely correctly.
The interpretation of this test for f σ 8 is a matter of judgement. In our opinion, the fact that the model works without bias on full N -body simulations and that the MD-Patchy mocks are known to be generated using approximate methods justifies attributing the offset to imperfections in how the MD-Patchy algorithm reproduces all features of the true data rather than to an intrinsic bias in the model. We therefore do not advocate adding a systematic error in f σ 8 determined from the MCMC, and do not do so in the following. However, if a very conservative analysis is desired, an alternative option is to add a systematic error of ∆ f σ8 = 0.035 in quadrature to the error budget. In either case, as we discuss in Section VII below, for the CMASS sample considered here addition or not of this systematic error does not affect the cosmological constraints obtained from the void analysis when combined with galaxy clustering, as these are driven primarily by the F AP measurement, which is both unbiased and not degenerate with f σ 8 . However, this issue may be more important for future data from DESI and Euclid, and should be investigated further using mocks developed for these surveys.
C. Comparison with past work
Several other recent works have examined growth rate and Alcock-Paczynski constraints from the void-galaxy correlation. The idea of using voids to perform an Alcock-Paczynski test was first proposed in a pioneering work [17] , which predicted it would provide equivalent constraints to those from BAO when applied to BOSS data. Subsequently void Alcock-Paczynski tests with SDSS data have been performed in Refs. [33, 34, 68] . All of these works have however assumed that the anisotropy in the void-galaxy correlation is sourced entirely by the Alcock-Paczynski effect -that is, their models did not include the additional distortion caused by RSD due to the galaxy outflow velocities around voids. of fiducial cosmological model that is relatively close to the true cosmology (and thus not grossly in conflict with constraints from other data), the dominant contribution to the void-galaxy quadrupole in redshift space in fact comes from RSD rather than the Alcock-Paczynski effect, so these studies are necessarily incomplete.
An alternative approach has been taken in several other works which fit for the RSD contribution but not the Alcock-Paczynski effect, by modelling the voidgalaxy correlation using a fixed cosmological model for the distance-redshift relation [22] [23] [24] 28] . All of these analyses assume that void centre positions do not shift in redshift space, encapsulated in the use of equation 2, which has been shown to be violated for voids identified using redshift-space galaxy positions without use of the reconstruction step applied in this work [26, 35] . Refs. [22, 28] analyse the same DR12 CMASS data sample as in this work, using the RSD model derived by [21] , which is equivalent to truncating the series expansion of equation 5 at terms of O(δ). The validity of this approximation has been discussed in Section IV. They obtain constraints β = 0.457
+0.056
−0.054 [22] and β = 0.36 ± 0.05 [28] . These two papers also provide β constraints from fits to voids in the LOWZ sample, which we have not studied in this work.
To our knowledge, Ref. [20] is the only previous work that performs a joint RSD-AP fit to the measured voidgalaxy correlation. These authors use a different theoretical model for the RSD contribution to that used in this work (see Ref. [25] for a comparison of the two models). In previous work using a single N -body simulation, this model was found to provide strongly biased reconstructions of both the growth rate and the Alcock-Paczynski ratio when applied to voids in both dark matter and galaxy mocks [19] . In particular [19] reports values of that differ at the 3σ level from = 1 expected for the simulation, leading the authors to conclude that systematic effects in their modelling dominate over the statistical errors for a CMASS-like sample. Applying this model to fit real data from the earlier CMASS DR11 catalogue, Ref. [20] finds β = 0.417 ± 0.089 and = 1.003 ± 0.012 (statistical errors only).
We summarize the growth rate measurements from different analyses of the void-galaxy correlation in the CMASS data in Figure 12 . The growth rate results from Refs. [20, 22, 28] are all given in terms of β, as quoted above. Our analysis provides a much tighter constraint on β as a derived parameter, β = 0.37±0.01. However as [20, 22, 28] have been converted in terms of f σ8 as described in the text. Values from Refs. [22] and [28] are shown with dashed lines as these studies assume a fixed cosmology and do not simultaneously fit for Alcock-Paczynski distortions.
argued in Section V C we regard b as a nuisance parameter and thus report our headline results in terms of the quantity f σ 8 . To provide a fair comparison we therefore translate the constraints on β = f /b provided in Refs. [20, 22, 28] in terms of f σ 8 . To do this we take fiducial values b = 1.85 [16] and σ 8 (z = 0.57) = 0.602, the central value for the Planck ΛCDM cosmology [69] , and assume both of these quantities are known exactly without error. The resultant f σ 8 constraints are shown in Figure  12 . The error bars for the points from Refs. [22] and [28] are shown with dashed lines to emphasize that these are underestimates of the true uncertainty in these analyses as they do not allow for the additional Alcock-Paczynski contribution.
VII. COMBINED BOSS RESULTS
A. Comparison with BAO and RSD
We now turn to a comparison of the results obtained from the void analysis presented here to those obtained from traditional galaxy clustering methods based on fitting for the BAO peak and RSD in the galaxy correlation. In addition to f σ 8 , galaxy clustering analyses provide fits for the Alcock-Paczynski parameters defined to include the sound horizon at the drag epoch, r s , which determines the location of the BAO peak:
whereas our void analysis does not make reference to r s (equation 10). In order to compare values in the same units we therefore convert void results for D A and H in terms of D A /r s and Hr s using a constant value of r s = 148.11 Mpc, which is the sound horizon scale in our fiducial cosmological model. Table I summarizes the constraints obtained on F AP = D A H/c, f σ 8 , D A /r s and Hr s from using the void-galaxy correlation, BAO and galaxy RSD respectively, for the same BOSS DR12 CMASS data. Galaxy BAO results are taken from Ref. [36] and RSD results from Ref. [38] . As previously noted, the void analysis provides a much more precise measure of F AP than can be obtained from galaxy clustering.
To explore the consequences of this result, we plot the marginalized parameter posteriors from the different analyses in Figure 13 . Here BAO and galaxy RSD results from Refs. [36] and [38] have been combined together (blue contours) using the mock-based covariance method [70] described in Section VII B. It is clear from this figure that the void analysis is very complementary to galaxy clustering: the degeneracy directions in parameter space from the two methods are almost orthogonal, so a large information gain is available by combining them.
In the D A /r s − Hr s plane, the void analysis gives relatively weak constraints along the
1/3 direction that is very well measured by BAO. This is because the absolute void size is not known a priori so measurements of the void-galaxy monopole cannot be used as an absolute ruler. However, constraints on statistical anisotropy in the D A H direction from voids are extremely tight due to the precision achieved in measurement and modelling of the quadrupole ξ s 2 at relatively small scales, and the fact that the Alcock-Paczynski effect and distortions due to galaxy outflow around voids make qualitatively different contributions to the quadrupole. This is also reflected in the fact that constraints on D A H from the void analysis are almost completely independent of those on f σ 8 , in contrast to galaxy clustering results. D A H constraints from galaxy clustering are still driven primarily by measurement of the BAO peak location in the radial and transverse directions (in both prereconstruction and post-reconstruction analyses). This is because of the strong degeneracy in Alcock-Paczynski and RSD effects on the broadband part of the galaxy clustering at scales smaller than the BAO scale. Measures of statistical isotropy using the radial and transverse BAO peak locations are less precise than for voids because of the much larger scales required, which restrict the sensitivity of a survey of finite volume.
B. Combining measurements and likelihoods
To exploit the complementarity of the void-galaxy and galaxy clustering analyses, we need to combine them consistently while accounting for the covariance between the methods due to the fact that they are applied to the same TABLE I. Mean values and 1σ errors for parameters measured from the BOSS DR12 CMASS data using the void-galaxy crosscorrelation in this work (labelled 'voids'), BAO [36] , anisotropic galaxy clustering (RSD; [38] ) and combinations of methods. Marginalized likelihood contours for parameters obtained from the BOSS DR12 CMASS catalogue using our measurement of the void-galaxy cross-correlation (in orange), compared to those from BAO and RSD galaxy clustering analyses [36, 38] (in blue). The methods are combined, accounting for their covariance as they use the same underlying survey data, to produce the joint likelihood constraints (in green). Contours enclose 68% and 95% of the total probability in each case.
underlying dataset. To do this, we employ the method used by the BOSS analysis [16, 70] to obtain consensus constraints. For m different analyses, each measuring p parameters, we represent the results of the ith analysis by the p-dimensional vector D i with p × p covariance matrix C ii , and the cross-covariance between the results of the ith and jth analyses by C ij . These can be combined to give a total m·p × m·p covariance matrix C tot , and precision matrix Ψ tot = C −1 tot , which has corresponding block elements Ψ ij . For Gaussian posterior distributions, the consensus result obtained from combining the analyses is
with combined covariance matrix
For the combination of results here, we have p = 3 for parameters f σ 8 , D A /r s and Hr s . As the postreconstruction BAO analysis does not measure f σ 8 , the uncertainty on this parameter from the BAO method is taken to be formally infinite in the relevant covariance matrix. When combining galaxy clustering results (denoted BAO + RSD) we have m = 2, and when additionally combining with the void constraints (denoted BAO + RSD + voids), m = 3. BAO and RSD results for the CMASS sample are taken from Refs. [36] and [38] . In these papers, maximum likelihood fits for these analyses were performed for the same set of MD-Patchy mocks we use here. 4 We use these mock results together with our own to determine the cross-covariances C ij .
C. Joint results
The consensus mean values and marginalized 68% confidence limits obtained from the combined analysis for CMASS are f (0. [13] , GAMA [71] , WiggleZ [12] and VIPERS [11, 72] surveys, as well as from the SDSS Main Galaxy Sample (MGS) [15] , and BOSS DR12 analyses. For DR12, we show results from the LOWZ and CMASS samples [38] and the final consensus results from the combined sample in three redshift bins [16] separately. The previous result from the same DR12 CMASS catalogue as used in this work is highlighted and shown slightly shifted from the effective redshift z = 0.57 for clarity. The line and shaded contours indicate the value and constraints on f σ8 obtained by extrapolating the CMB results from Planck to these redshifts assuming a ΛCDM cosmological model. Table I and shown by the green contours in Figure 13 . These should be compared with the best BAO+RSD combination values f (0. Figure 14 shows the final joint f σ 8 result we obtain from CMASS compared to results from other galaxy surveys, including the previous best CMASS constraint from Ref. [38] , and the Planck values extrapolated to low redshifts assuming a ΛCDM cosmology. The 4.2% constraint we find is the tightest obtained from any galaxy survey to date. Table II provides the full consensus covariance matrix for all three measured parameters from CMASS, for use in cosmological analyses. In this paper we have only analysed CMASS voids, for reasons explained above. Nevertheless, for completeness we use the likelihood combination method to also combine previously published galaxy BAO and RSD results for the BOSS LOWZ sample from Refs. [36] and [38] . The consensus means and covariance matrix for LOWZ at redshift z = 0.32 are given in Table  III . The CMASS and LOWZ samples do not overlap in redshift and so the results in Tables II and III are independent of each other. They can be compared with the consensus results for the combined LOWZ+CMASS sample in three overlapping redshift bins provided by the final BOSS DR12 analysis [16] , which has so far been regarded as providing the best BOSS constraints. In the next section, we compare the constraining power of these two approaches.
summarized in
VIII. COSMOLOGICAL MODEL PARAMETERS
A. Data sets
We now turn to the cosmological interpretation of our results. In this section, we consider the final consensus CMASS results at z = 0.57 from the combination of galaxy clustering and voids summarized in Table II , which we label 'CMASS BAO+RSD+voids' as well as the LOWZ results at z = 0.32 from Table III , which are referred to as 'LOWZ BAO+RSD'. When both of these are used together, we refer to the combination as 'LOWZ+CMASS+voids'. This combination is compared to the BOSS DR12 consensus results in three redshift bins, z = 0.38, 0.51 and 0.61, which are provided in Table 8 of Ref. [16] , referred to as 'BOSS consensus'. The BOSS consensus results have already been shown to improve upon the LOWZ+CMASS constraints in two redshift bins when void information is not included [16] , so we do not consider this final combination here.
In all cases, we combine the BOSS results with CMB anisotropy data from the Planck 2015 results [39] . To do this, we make use of temperature and polarization data at both low and high multipoles through the use of the public likelihoods plik_dx11dr2_HM_v18_TTTEEE (for high multipoles) and lowl_SMW_70_dx11d_2014_10_03_v5c_ Ap (for low multipoles) from the 2015 Planck data release, but we do not include CMB lensing information. We note that the Planck 2015 results have since been updated by the 2018 data release [69] , but at the time of preparing this paper the new likelihoods were not yet publicly available. The 2015 Planck data is the same as used in the BOSS consensus paper [16] , which aids direct comparison.
The point of the analysis in this section is to demonstrate the information gain from the use of voids relative to the consensus BOSS results, rather than to update the current best available cosmological constraints (which would in any case require the Planck 2018 likelihoods). We therefore do not include BAO or RSD information from any other galaxy or quasar surveys, or measurements of the distance-redshift relation from Type Ia supernovae, but our analysis can easily to be extended to include these cases. We use the above combinations of results to constrain parametrized cosmological models using MCMC chains run using the standard cosmological package CosmoMC [73, 74] , trivially modified to include the covariances in Tables II and III where appropriate.
B. ΛCDM model
We first consider the impact of the improved precision of the parameter measurements from CMASS void data within the context of a flat ΛCDM cosmological model. As can be seen from Table I , although the addition of void data greatly tightens the constraints on f σ 8 , D A /r s and Hr s , it does not lead to significant shifts in the central values and therefore does not change the overall consistency of BOSS with CMB constraints from Planck within ΛCDM. This is represented in Figure 15 , which shows the CMASS constraints in the D A /r s − Hr s plane together with samples from the ΛCDM model chains fit to Planck data alone, coloured by the value of H 0 . While the error ellipses have significantly shrunk, the CMASS central values remain a bit more than 1σ shifted from the Planck results. This small difference is not statistically significant; however to the extent that it is interesting, it is worth noting that it is driven by the post-reconstruction BAO results [36] rather than either the void results in this work or those from the pre-reconstruction galaxy clustering [38] . This can also be seen in Table I , where the BAO results are responsible for pulling H(0.57)r s to higher values.
A consequence of this consistency is that the addition of CMASS void data does not significantly shift the central parameter values obtained within ΛCDM, but does lead to a reduction of the final error bars. We quantify this in a simple way by calculating the total volume of the likelihood region in N -dimensional parameter space, where C is the covariance matrix describing the posterior. Comparing the results for the Planck+BOSS consensus and Planck+LOWZ+CMASS+voids combination described above, we find that the addition of void information reduces the allowed volume of parameter space by 16% when considering the 6 main cosmological parameters of base ΛCDM, and by ∼ 10% if including all the additional nuisance parameters required for the Planck likelihoods. The Planck+BOSS consensus data combination constrains the Hubble constant H 0 and matter density Ω m to be (24) representing a 12.5% reduction in the uncertainty on H 0 and 16.4% on Ω m . Thus the addition of void information to LOWZ, CMASS and the 2015 Planck data gives constraints comparable to those from the latest 2018 Planck release and the BOSS consensus results when also including CMB lensing and BAO data from several additional galaxy surveys at different redshifts [69] .
C. Dark energy and curvature
If a base-ΛCDM cosmological model is assumed, Figure 15 shows that the extrapolation of Planck CMB results alone down to redshift z = 0.57 already quite tightly constrains D A /r s and Hr s , particularly along the direction of the Alcock-Paczynski parameter combination F AP = D A (z)H(z)/c. Although low-redshift largescale structure measurements add some information in this scenario, their additional constraining power is much greater for models beyond ΛCDM, which have parameter degeneracies that cannot be broken by CMB temperature and polarization data alone. 5 The same is true with the addition of the void constraints presented here.
To demonstrate the power of the void analysis for such models, we consider an example two-parameter extension of the base-ΛCDM model which allows for a dark energy equation of state parameter w that can differ from −1, and deviations from flat geometry parametrized by curvature parameter Ω K . Following Ref. [16] , we refer to this as the owCDM model. This extension allows the freedom to change the low-redshift behaviour while still keeping the angular diameter distance to recombination fixed, a degeneracy that is broken by the addition of distancescale measurements at z < 1.
We fit the class of owCDM models to the Planck +BOSS consensus and Planck+LOWZ+CMASS+voids combinations of datasets separately. The much greater precision in the measurement of the Alcock-Paczynski parameter at z = 0.57 provided by the addition of void data breaks the low-redshift degeneracy and thus significantly tightens constraints compared to the Planck+BOSS consensus results: by the measure in equation 22 the total allowed volume in parameter space shrinks by 43% when including voids. This can be seen in the significant shrinking of the marginalized 2D likelihood contours for this model shown in Figure 16 
5 Although measurement of gravitational lensing of the CMB [75] also helps break these degeneracies.
These values are statistically consistent with the expectations Ω K = 0, w = −1 for the base-ΛCDM model. The addition of void constraints reduces the parameter uncertainty with respect to those from Planck+BOSS consensus (especially on w), but does not lead to a significant shift of the central values.
IX. CONCLUSION
We have presented a measurement of the anisotropic void-galaxy cross-correlation in the BOSS DR12 CMASS data sample and a multipole-based analysis that jointly fits for distortions produced by the peculiar velocities of galaxies around voids and Alcock-Paczynski distortions due to deviations from the assumed cosmological model parameters. Our work uses the improved theoretical model for RSD effects introduced in Ref. [25] , that provides an accurate description of N -body simulation results on all scales. This is the first void analysis of galaxy survey data that incorporates the use of velocityfield reconstruction to remove the complicating effect of RSD in the void centre positions themselves [26] . These void centre RSD effects are extremely important in determining the observed multipoles, but their effect is not modelled in this or any other model of the void-galaxy correlation, so the reconstruction step is crucial to enable a consistent comparison of data and theory.
Our void analysis provides an extremely tight constraint on the Alcock-Paczynski parameter F AP = D A (z)H(z)/c = 0.436 ± 0.005 at redshift z = 0.57, a ∼ 1% measure of the ratio of distances perpendicular to and along the line-of-sight direction and a factor of ∼ 3.5 more precise than the equivalent result from fitting the BAO peak position observed in the same CMASS data [36] . This measurement has been validated through tests on 1000 MD-Patchy mock catalogues, which show that the systematic error in our measurement of F AP is negligible. Our analysis also provides a 12% constraint on the growth rate, f σ 8 (z = 0.57) = 0.495 ± 0.059, with no significant degeneracy between f σ 8 and F AP . This is significantly tighter than the ∼ 21% growth rate constraint previously reported from a joint RSD-AP fit to the voidgalaxy correlation using CMASS data from the earlier DR11 release [20] . Our growth constraints are comparable to or better than those from various other void-galaxy analyses [22] [23] [24] 28] which fit only for RSD effects at a fixed fiducial cosmology.
We have also for the first time demonstrated how the results of such a void analysis can be combined with traditional galaxy clustering measurements of the pre-reconstruction galaxy power spectrum and postreconstruction BAO peak location to provide a large information gain. Combining with BAO and galaxy RSD results for the same DR12 CMASS galaxy sample from [36, 38] , we report an improvement in precision of 40-50% in the measurement of each of the main parameters f σ 8 , D A /r s , and Hr s individually. This very significant [16] (red contours), and with the addition of the CMASS void results from this work (blue). Contours enclose 68% and 95% of the probability. The improved Alcock-Paczynski measurement provided by our void analysis significantly tightens constraints on dark energy and curvature in this class of models without the need for additional primary data.
improvement, equivalent to the gain from a hypothetical 300% increase in the effective BOSS survey volume if using traditional methods only, is achieved using only the existing spectroscopic galaxy sample and without the need for any additional primary data. This in turn leads to important improvement in the constraints on cosmological model parameters over those obtained using the final BOSS DR12 consensus results [16] , both in the base 6-parameter ΛCDM model and in an extension that allows for a non-flat geometry and equation of state parameter w = −1.
This paper represents a concrete realization applied to real survey data of the promise of void-based measurements [17] . The information gain from the inclusion of the void-galaxy results is large enough that the methods outlined here should be considered an essential part of the toolkit for large-scale structure analysis for any spectroscopic galaxy survey, and in particular for the data to be generated in the near future from DESI [76] and Euclid [77] .
